
Seven lies 
by Elizabeth Kay 

Lying to her best friend about liking her wealthy, priggish husband,
Jane discovers that one lie leads to another—and to murder — in a
thriller about the toxic friendships between women, obsession and
the things we do for love.

Masked prey 
by John Sandford 

When a Senator’s daughter discovers that an unknown extremist has
been posting politician kid photos online beside vicious but legal
ideological rants, Lucas Davenport is summoned by influential
Washington leaders to prevent dangerous attacks on their children.

The summer house 
by James Patterson 

Investigating four Army Rangers who have been implicated in the
destruction of a luxurious summer lake resort, Army Major and former
NYPD cop Jeremiah Cook is stonewalled by local law enforcement and
dangerous secrets. 500,000 first printing.
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The 20th victim 
by James Patterson 

Investigating three simultaneous murders in Los Angeles, Chicago and
San Francisco, SFPC sergeant Lindsay Boxer identifies an unsettling
link between the victims before the killer's escalating shootings
galvanize the country. 700,000 first printing.

Walk the wire 
by David Baldacci 

The best-selling author of The Fix presents a highly charged thriller in
which fan-favorite character Amos Decker embarks on an action-
packed investigation that is complicated by Baldacci’s signature twists
and turns. One million first printing.

The order : a novel 
by Daniel Silva 

The award-winning author of The New Girl and The Other Woman
presents a latest high-action thriller that pits enigmatic art restorer
and master spy Gabriel Allon against an international threat that tests
the limits of his skills. 500,000 first printing.

Mexican Gothic 
by Silvia Moreno-Garcia 

A reimagining of the classic gothic suspense novel follows the
experiences of a courageous socialite in 1950s Mexico who is drawn
into the treacherous secrets of an isolated mansion. By the author of
Gods of Jade and Shadow.
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28 summers : a novel 
by Elin Hilderbrand 

The best-selling author of Summer of ‘69 presents a tale inspired by
the film, Same Time Next Year, that follows a man’s discovery of his
mother’s long-term relationship with the husband of a Presidential
frontrunner. 500,000 first printing.

The summer deal : a novel 
by Jill Shalvis 

Returning to her Wildstone hometown in the aftermath of a latest
heartbreak, Brynn discovers that her tough but chronically ill rival,
Kinsey, is actually her half-sister, before agreeing to a summertime
relationship with a childhood crush. Simultaneous. 200,000 first
printing.

Close up 
by Amanda Quick 

Protecting a crime-scene photographer who has identified elusive
details connecting a string of murders, reclusive investigator Nick
Sundridge uses his own uncanny talents to tie the killer to 1930s
Hollywood society. By the best-selling author of the Arcane Society
series.
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The shooting at Château Rock 
by Martin Walker 

When a wealthy farmer is found dead amid revelations about his
disinherited family, Bruno follows leads to a Russian oligarch and a
shadowy multinational conglomerate in a case involving the chief
suspect's daughter and an aging rock star. Tour.

Camino winds 
by John Grisham 

The best-selling author of Fair Warning presents a follow-up to
Camino Island that finds novelist Mercer Mann’s continued efforts to
find literary inspiration in the idyllic region complicated by
mysterious intrigues.

The last trial 
by Scott Turow 

A brilliant octogenarian defense lawyer on the brink of retirement
seeks to prove the innocence of a long-time friend, a former Nobel
Prize winner who has been charged with murder. By the best-selling
author of Presumed Innocent. 400,000 first printing. Tour
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Fair warning 
by Michael Connelly 

When a woman with whom he shared a one-night stand is found
brutally murdered, veteran reporter Jack McEvoy tracks a serial killer
who has been operating under the radar. By the best-selling author of
The Poet. 750,000 first printing

Hideaway 
by Nora Roberts 

Years after escaping a kidnapper with the help of a young man, a
Hollywood hopeful pursues healing in Ireland before she is compelled
to return to Los Angeles, where she encounters unexpected
opportunities in love and vengeance.

Always the last to know 
by Kristan Higgins 

When John Frost has a stroke, his family, including his two daughters –
perfect Julie and free-spirited Sadie, and his wife of 50 years, are
forced to confront the truth about their lives, in this new novel of
about what family really means. Original.
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The last flight : a novel 
by Julie Clark 

Working for months on a plan to escape her secretly violent husband,
Claire impulsively swaps airline tickets with a stranger also on the run
before a fateful accident compels her to assume the other’s identity.

Tom Clancy firing point 
by Mike Maden 

Narrowly escaping a Barcelona suicide bombing, Jack Ryan, Jr.
investigates a victim’s last words for answers before uncovering dark
secrets linked to mysterious events that may have been behind the
attack. By the author of the Drone series.

If it bleeds : new fiction 
by Stephen King 

The award-winning literary master presents a collection of four
novella-length tales, complementing the title piece with the stories,
Mr. Harrigan's Phone, The Life of Chuck and Rat. One million first
printing
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The library of legends : a novel 
by Janie Chang 

Set in 1937 China, as Japanese bombs begin falling on the city of
Nanking, Hu Lian and her classmates at Minghua University, entrusted
with a priceless treasure, must navigate a world of danger, betrayal
and love to keep a 500-year-old collection of myths and legends safe.
Original. 50,000 first printing.

Daddy's girls : a novel 
by Danielle Steel 

Inheriting a California ranch upon their single father’s sudden death,
three sisters evaluate their very different childhoods while uncovering
paradigm-shifting secrets about their father’s identity that strengthen
their bond with each other. By the best-selling author of The Wedding
Dress.

The shadows 
by Alex North 

Forced by his mother’s failing health to return to the hometown
where a misfit friend committed a shocking murder 25 years earlier,
Paul learns about an investigation into a local copycat before realizing
he is being followed. 200,000 first printing.
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A good marriage : a novel 
by Kimberly McCreight 

Begged for help by an old friend, an overworked lawyer investigates a
suspicious death in a Brooklyn brownstone before she is confronted by
a close-knit circle of parents who would protect an exclusive school.
100,000 first printing.

Home before dark : a novel 
by Riley Sager 

Twenty-five years after her father published a wildly popular
nonfiction book based on her family’s rushed exit from a haunted
Victorian estate, naysayer Maggie inherits the house and begins
renovations, only to make a number of disturbing discoveries.

A burning 
by Megha Majumdar 

An opportunistic gym teacher and a starry-eyed misfit find the
realization of their ambitions tied to the downfall of an innocent
Muslim girl who has been wrongly implicated in a terrorist attack. A
first novel.
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